Wheel and Caster Guide

Options
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Blickle swivel lock for
pressed steel swivel casters

Blickle swivel lock for
welded steel swivel casters

Automatic direction
reset device

Swivel locks will lock the swivel motion
of a swivel caster to specified directional
positions. Swivel casters with activated
swivel locks can assume the function
of rigid casters.

Swivel locks will lock the swivel motion
of a swivel caster to specified directional
positions. Swivel casters with activated
swivel locks can assume the function
of rigid casters.

These swivel locks are supplied as separate
parts and must be fitted together with the
swivel caster. Retro-fitting is also possible
as no structural adjustments of the swivel
caster rig are required.
This option is available for various swivel
caster series, also stainless steel versions.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

These swivel locks are integrated units
which are welded to the top plate. In addition
to the standard positions of 180° (product
code suffix: -RI2, two locking positions) and
90° (product code suffix: -RI4, four locking
positions), these swivel locks can also
be adapted to customer-specific locking
requests. This version is rugged and adapted
to heavy duty caster applications.

Automatic direction reset devices align
swivel casters to specified directional
positions in an unloaded state.
This mechanism reduces handling
interferences of transport vehicles which are
used in automated installations as well as
loading and unloading stations.

In some cases swivel locks can be combined
with Blickle’s total lock system “stop-top”
(-ST).

This option is available for various welded
steel swivel caster series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

(Product code: RI...)

(Product code suffix: -RI...)

Upon request retrofittable and fieldreplaceable swivel locks can be offered.

Detailed view swivel locks

(Product code suffix: -RIR2)

The RIR2-mechanism is dimensioned for a
particularly long service life.
Customer-specific adjustments in regards of
restoring forces and fixations are possible as
special versions.

Antistatic /
Electrically conductive
Antistatic/electrically conductive wheels
and casters serve to provide electrostatic
discharge of static electricity which is
generated by transport units or the goods
being transported.
A wheel or caster is deemed to be electrically
conductive if the resistance does not exceed
104 Ω (product code suffix: -EL or -ELS).
A wheel or caster is deemed to be antistatic
if the resistance does not exceed 107 Ω
(product code suffix: -AS).
In order to ensure the conductivity of
lacquered components such as rims or
wheel centers, the paint at the fixing points
(the connection to the transport unit) can be
removed.
The effectiveness of the conductivity during
operation can be affected by a dirty tread
or other environmental influences and
therefore has to be checked by the operator
periodically.

Blickle swivel lock for heavy duty
swivel casters
These swivel locks are units which are
integrated to the top plate and offer four
locking positions (90°)
which are rigid by inserting a locating pin.
This version is
extremely rugged and
adapted to heavy duty
caster applications.
This option is available for various heavy
duty swivel caster series upon request.
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